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- Worst-case resource reservation was used as a mechanism to achieve partitioning/isolation
  - Uses highly reliable (and potentially pessimistic) Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) estimates for reservation

- Ideal for achieving isolation, but not very efficient in resource utilization
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Several studies have used (and extended) the above model to develop mixed-criticality scheduling theory

- Assume all high-criticality tasks will simultaneously exhibit critical scenarios, and consequently suspend all low-criticality tasks
Shortcomings of Many Existing Studies

- Main issues identified in a workshop article in 2014 (WMC)
  - Why is it reasonable to assume that all high-criticality tasks will simultaneously exhibit critical scenarios?
  - Why suspend all low-criticality tasks even when a single high-criticality task exhibits critical scenario?
  - What is the consequence of abruptly suspending low-criticality tasks?

- Some research towards addressing these issues: elastic low-criticality releases, explicit dependency specification between high- and low-criticality tasks, ...
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2. Generalizes both worst-case reservation as well as existing popular academic approaches

3. Can be naturally extended to support hierarchical scheduling / compositional analysis
1. Can the proposed model bring mixed-criticality research closer to reality?

2. What interface models are suitable for mixed-criticality components?

3. What is the mechanism to convey scenario change across components?

4. How does one determine the tolerance limit? Is there some notion of optimality with respect to schedulability?

5. How can we link probability of scenario change to tolerance limit, and what guarantees can be provide then?